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Is it so that you are trying to come out of debt but are unable to do so? Do you feel caught be so badly that now no way seems to be for you? Well, it is time to open your eyes and see who is impeding you from that!




Well, it is not the debt that impedes you to repay it all on time. So, who is it? Rather, who are they? Do you know they have been hiding inside you and governing you for a long time? Well, these are your wrong beliefs! So, come, let’s identify them so that you can throw them out and pay off your debt quickly.




“I Cannot Stop to Show off!”




Okay, you may have a pretty rich neighbour, friend, or a relative living in your locality. Apparently, it may seem that the so-called rich person is happy driving the Mercedes, shopping every weekend, giving a farewell to kids going to London for studies and renovating home. Well, but did you know that the same person may have a leased Mercedes, a home loan, an upturned mortgage, and a student loan or even a loan for bad credit that may need to be refinanced?




Well, such people are perhaps the most broken ones from inside. If you still follow them blindly, you may reach up to the stage of bankruptcy. So, do not follow the rich debtors as your role models.




“There Seems to Be No Hope!”




This is perhaps the worst-case scenario, as you will then not try to come out of your debt anymore. It is not your fault, as this feeling can be natural if the burden of debt is in thousands of dollars. Despite making minimum payouts for a couple of months or even a year, you see no progress in reduction due to which you start feeling negative.




If there is nothing to motivate you to keep fighting, you will simply give up. At times, rather than no scope, it is fear that stops you from thinking anything positive or taking a good move.
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It is true that repaying a high debt can be overwhelming. However, at this time, just think about the people who had more debt than you and yet came out of it by taking small steps. So, if they are out, you can be too!




“I Am Addictive; Can’t Come Out of It!”




One of the main reasons that people fall into the trap of debt is their blind attachment to materialistic items. For example, if you are addicted to junk food or drinking, you feel that it is worth getting more of it to stay confident and powerful. Well, this is false. Such addictions will, in fact, bring you down in terms of behavior and values.




Further, many believe that if you can give the minimum payment, then just take it. Well, this is a sure gateway to a huge stack of debt. In reality, you pay more on monthly payments than just bringing it outright. The bottom line: Stop buying things for which you do not have the cash to pay.




“I Am Not Making Good Money!”




Okay, this belief of yours may have come from the negative people around you who tease or criticise you or by just looking that someone’s more income. Well, none of these two can be at fault; it is your vision to perceive them, which is at fault.




To know whether you are earning well or not, just make a budget. Spending more than that pushes you towards debt. If it is true that you are earning less, the solution is simple: Start earning more by selling things, doing some part-time work at weekends or switching to a better paying job.




Conclusion




Now you know your inner enemies! So, just get rid of them now!
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You might be having life insurance, medical insurance, and even homeowner insurance policies. If there is a car, you may even have purchased a car insurance policy. Okay, so you are satisfied with these many insurance policies for covering you well after encountering adversity. 




Well, do not be! This is because you still have not protected your pet, valuables and identity theft risk. Yes, you can protect them as well by buying the respective insurance policy. Keeping this in mind, here are some more insurance policies to have:




Renter’s Insurance




This is the policy to have if you are living on rent. As you are on rent, it is not your responsibility to take care of major or building repairs or maintenance. However, you are certainly responsible for taking care of your valuables kept in your rented apartment. This is where a renter’s insurance policy will come to your rescue.




It protects you if your possessions get smashed due to fire, earthquake, flooding or home damage. It also covers stolen things from your bike or car. You need to maintain a list of your valuable things such as electronics to know the extent of protection required to keep the risk of paying more premiums at bay.




Long-term Care Insurance




Nobody will think of a future wherein one becomes unable to take care of one’s own self. However, there cannot be precise foretelling that this will never happen. So, it is better to be ready for it. You may say that a health insurance policy is sufficient but you also know that it does not cover some critical services such as reimbursement for the aid required for performing daily chores in old age.




So, a long-term care insurance policy will cover the expenses you incur for help in using the washroom and bathing. It is better to get one soon, as you may later not qualify for it once you have a debilitating condition.




Identify Theft Protection




Sadly, identity theft is on the rise these days wherein someone uses your confidential or personal information for initiating illicit acts. Different types of identity thefts exist such as bank account, medical identity and tax identity thefts. It is not necessary that you will face one of them but it is always wise to stay prepared for it.




If you have an identity theft insurance policy, it can cover the expenses of identity theft. So, with it, you can certainly save several dollars.




Personal Article Insurance




This is a policy to consider if you have an expensive laptop, watch, smartphone, jewelry or an engagement ring. If they are lost or damaged in any way, replacing them is certainly going to be expensive.




However, with this policy, you can replace the damaged or lost expensive item without paying for it from your pocket. These can be items even outside your home. Even a floater can be added to the existing insurance policy to get this coverage. For this, you can contact your home or renter’s insurance company.




Pet Insurance




Most of us love to rear a pet at home. However, very few of them think of getting a medical insurance policy for their pets. Most pet owners witness an emergency surgery of their pets at least once in the lifetime of their pets.  




Well, these huge medical expenses are covered by a pet insurance policy. You can save a lot of money if you have it. You can consult your vet to buy the best policy that is accepted at the clinic.




Conclusion All these policies are worth having to get more extensive protection at the right time.
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When time is tough and the economy is falling or recovering, nothing can be as delightful as earning some extra money with some effort. That typical 9 to 5 office work is likely to be stressful, especially when you are not getting paid enough.




If you can pull some time from 24 hours and are willing to grab a golden fiscal chance, there are some easy ways to earn more at your comfort level. Yes, you can call them side jobs but they can be quite creative, convenient, and close to what you enjoy doing. You only need to put some time. That’s it! Here are 4 such ways to earn that extra money:




Rent the Extra Indoor or Outdoor Space




Do you have an extra room in your home? Is there some spare storage space? Does your parking space look empty enough to accommodate one or two more vehicles? If yes, then great! Just give them on rent and earn extra without leaving the comfort of your home.




If there is an entire villa or a room available, just put an announcement on dedicated websites such as Airbnb. The ownership will still be yours but allowing someone else to use it will simply bring thousands of dollars every 30 days.




The same benefit is applicable to a parking space. However, here, you need to look for other websites that allow searching vehicle owners nearby who do not have enough space to park.




Renting a storage space is perhaps not that common among the householders. However, it could be the simplest way of earning more, as looking for people in need of storage space is easy.




Sell Things Online




Do you have some good things to sell? They can be toys, bags, wallets, clothes, accessories, furniture, home products, and games. If you have them in good condition and do not know from where to start, simply look for e-commerce websites that allow selling them.




There is no need to have any kind of technical skill for the same. You can create your own digital store on one such website and upload the pictures of the products you wish to sell. You can easily do so using templates including those for payment.  If you have something to sell, try this idea once to see how much you can earn per month.




Subscribe to Transcribe (Video Subtitling)




Have you seen subtitles in the videos of YouTube or any other video websites? Well, this is what even you can write and earn significantly well, provided you love to write and do not mind replaying some portions a few times to comprehend each word to get it right.




Several shows are posted daily. So, the demand for writers who can add subtitles to them is big. If happy to go for it, you can write at home by carefully listening to what the video is saying.




If you have relevant qualifications or certifications, you can end up getting more than the expected commercials. You can easily find reliable websites that hire people for transcription services.




Lose Weight to Earn More




This one can be a great booster for decreasing weight. If you can accomplish the intended weight in a stipulated period, there are health apps giving you points for following the basic plans such as running and eating healthy. You can then redeem these points for cash or gift cards. Just do a quick search and you will find a couple of apps serving this purpose.




Conclusion




So, now are you confident of earning some more cash?
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